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Kashmir is a beautiful tourism centre, with snow clad mountains, expansive Lakes where one can
live in boat houses and beautiful flower filled meadows, also hosting a number of pilgrimage
destinations and wonderful locations for mountain sports activities such as trekking, skiing,
parachute-gliding etc,  making Kashmir tourism as one of the best choices for travelers.

There are many regions and tourism spots around Jamu and Kashmir, making  which include

â€¢Srinagar

â€¢Gulmarg

â€¢Pahalgam

â€¢Sonmarg

â€¢Jammu

â€¢Patnitop

â€¢Sansar

â€¢Katra/Vaishno Devi

â€¢Leh/ Ladakh

â€¢Kargil

â€¢Zanaskar

â€¢Nubra Valley

Kashmir tourism and Travel agents are offering a variety of Kashmir holiday packages covering
different locations covering few or all of the above, and the number of days of Kashmir Holiday
Packages will depend upon the number of places the tourists want to visit.

When on the one part of Kashmir tourism offers  breathtaking spots with Srinagar, Gulmarg and
Sonmarg the other part gives spiritual ecstasy with pilgrimage spots around Jammu.

Jammu is a city of temples, with river Tawi flowing alongside, which lies 305 km from Srinagar and
is also the winter Capital of Kashmir. Raghunath Mandir, Bahu Fort and Gardens, Bawey Wali Mata
Temple, Ranbireshwar temple, Amar Mahal Palace, Mansar Lake, Jajar Koti are places among
tourists interest here, during Kashmir tourism.

Sanasar is a cup shaped meadow lying at a distance of 119 km from Jammu city, encompassing
tourists spots such as Nag Temple, the Hidden Creek and the Waterfalls, with a beautiful Golf
course making this place special.
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Katra is at 50 km distance from Jammu Railway Station and Airport and is the access for Mata
Vishnodevi temple, to which shrine one can climb through by foot, unless one hires ponies, palkies
or pithoo to ease the journey and recently air taxi services have been started  to reach people to
Katra and Sanjichat from Jammu, which expenses are exclusive of Kashmir tour packagesâ€™ prices.

For instance, some of the  Kashmir tour packages take the tourists from Jammu, where they land by
air or reach through rail, to Katra for Vaishno Devi temple, Patnitop, Srinagar from where Gulmarg
and Sonmarg meadows, all in 7 days.

Generally, Kashmir tour packages are priced in such a manner that they cover

â€¢Transportation and sightseeing in Non Ac Vehicles

â€¢Accommodation at Hotels for the nightstay

â€¢Daily Breakfast and Dinner

â€¢All applicable taxes

The prices of Kashmir tour packages vary according to number of days and places of stay, and the
packages generally do not take the expenses on lunches, Telephone, Laundry, Entry tickets to
Places of interests and those expenses which are not specifically mentioned in the Kashmir holiday
package.
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